Welcome to the 24th Annual HCIL Symposium
Leadership
Activities

HCIL Retreats

HCIL Symposium

HCIL Service Day 2007

HCIL Coffee Hours

HCIL Seminar Series

HCIL Brown Bag lunches
Partnerships

Research:
NSF...NIH...NIST...IMLS...Mellon Foundation...
Washington Hospital Center...National Park Service...
Government of Mongolia, Ministry of Education...
Microsoft... Harvard Partners Healthcare...Discovery
ICDL Foundation

WAMU Radio
Computer Guy & Gal.

Successes

911.gov

ZenZui

Poets on Poets

Give the HCIL a hand for 25 years

25 Ways to Celebrate the HCIL

Fall Celebrations of HCIL Facilities

HCIL Memory Page

www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/about/hcilmemories.shtml

Industrial Visitors Program
Today & Tomorrow...

Learn

more about diverse research areas...

Make

personal connections to researchers in the HCIL...

Reach Out

to people in the Symposium Community...
Symposium

- Talks
  - Interacting
  - Understanding
  - Lunch
  - Seeing
  - Finding

- Demos & Posters

- Day 2
  - Workshops
  - Tutorials
...and when you leave...

...refer to the talk & poster summaries

...read the latest HCIL Tech Reports

...take advantage of the video & talk slides on the web

...wear your cool HCIL T-shirt while carrying your bag

...come back to celebrate our 25th!